
March 16, 2020:  

all schools are closed, cultural life is restricted immediately.  
The Covid-19 pandemic is pervasive, worldwide ...


That makes us think, observe, hold on. Preserve creativity.  
With this motivation came the idea for the multimedia art project ONE MINUTE HERE ...,  
A multimedia project by „Arbeitskreis Bremer Komponisten & Komponistinnen“ (abk-ev.de)


During the shutdown we created 40 minimal music videos . For one minute, these miniatures present a place 
or a situation in slow motion. This can be situation-related scenes or symbolic translations of keywords or just 
things that we did not notice before because there was always no time for this. Mostly local from here in 
Bremen, but in addition some international video recordings were included - that shows the global extend. 
The ABK composers were inspired by the sequences and composed exclusive the miniature soundtracks.  
 
As a result, there is a lot to discover: exciting, sad, strange but also funny things.  
This is certainly a special time that we will remember for a long time.


We would like to invite you and share these minutes with you.  
It will be first YouTube premieres here every Sunday, 8.00 p.m. (CEST) 
starts on May 31, 2020 - there will be 2 episodes per broadcast.


Later there will also be an exclusive One Minute Here Vimeo channel as a collection. At the end there will be 
a real concert as part of the „Bremer Hausmuskwoche“ in the concert hall of the University of the Arts in 
Bremen / Germany.


Participating composers of the abk:

Siegrid Ernst, Johannes W. Schäfer, Juan Maria Solare,  
Ezzat Nashashibi, Stefan Lindemann, Alexander Derben 
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More information about the Arbeitskreis Bremer Komponisten und Komponistinnen e.V.


please visit our website (german only)


The abk is member at the Landesmusikrat Bremen 
The abk is member at                   - network for new music. 

http://abk-ev.de
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLc3n-__Rk4D9FNKwBFvncpU6X1z-ScyQE
https://vimeo.com/channels/omh

